OPIE BRINGS MORE TOOLS TO YOUR ARSENAL

OPIE Mobile for iPad
Capture patient documents and signatures directly on the iPad and then transmit instantly back to your office.

L-Code Intelligence
Create rules and alerts based on codes, payers, K levels and more to reduce coding and billing errors.

More than 60 additional enhancements in the March 2011 release, based on suggestions from over 250 O&P companies using OPIE!

See OPIE in Orlando!
Booths #1119-1121
Tech Workshop, 1:30pm on Wed, Mar 16

Purchase OPIE and get a free iPad!
To celebrate the launch of the OPIE Mobile iPad app, we are offering a free 16GB, 3G iPad to all facilities that purchase OPIE by April 30.

OPIE Mobile is an app created specifically for the iPad that extends the capabilities of OPIE. With OPIE Mobile, a practitioner can see patients out of the office, using the iPad to create documents and collect patient signatures electronically. You can also sync your schedule to the iPad, manage purchasing & inventory, and even access the full OPIE Software Suite via a remote desktop app.

To schedule an online demo contact us at:
www.oandp.com/opie - (800) 876-7740